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Agenda

● Framing a Monetization Strategy
● Current Usage-based pricing trends/insights
● Why adopt a UBP strategy 
● What are some of the challenges to consider 



Quick note on the Usage Based Pricing Survey 

● Survey run in June and July 
2022 

● 490 participants 
● Includes

○ Percentage of 
companies utilizing 
Usage-Based Pricing

○ Number and type of 
factors used in pricing

○ How product usage is 
tracked

○ How billing is managed



Prevalence of usage based pricing



Monetization strategy: a plan for generating 
revenue within a business model (AZ Central)



Why monetization is so important

“As soon as Enterprise SaaS companies gain 
product-market fit and build a repeatable scalable sales 
motion, retention and expansion become almost as 
critical (if not more critical) as acquisition to sustain 
growth.” -Driving sustainable and repeatable growth in 
Enterprise SaaS, Deloitte 2022

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/consulting/driving-sustainabile-and-repeatable-growth-in-enterprise-saas.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/consulting/driving-sustainabile-and-repeatable-growth-in-enterprise-saas.pdf


Pricing model is just one aspect of your monetization strategy 

Acquisition 
Model Pricing Model Pricing Strategy Billing Payment 

methods

Monetization Strategy

GTM Model



None of this is mutually exclusive

● UBP is not highly correlated to acquisition model
○ 53% of SLG companies 
○ 52% of PLG companies 

● It’s common to deploy UBP alongside a subscription model 



Why usage? 

●  Usage based pricing is generally perceived as a “good 
deal” for buyers

● It is also a “good deal” for vendors
● Opportunity to increase Net Dollar Retention 





Challenges associated with 
UBP 



Metrics calculations are different

Traditional LTV Calculation:

(Cohort ARPA)*(Gross Margin %) ∕ % Churn 

LTV + (inclusive of Usage Based Revenue):

(Cohort ARPA)*(GM %) + (Variable Revenue)*(Variable Revenue GM%) / % Churn



Forecasting usage is immature



Current systems can’t support it 







Key Takeaways

● A pricing model has to be just one part of a broader monetization strategy 

● UBP is here to stay but requires significant coordination to support

● Companies using UBP have higher LTV and shorter CAC payback periods 

● There are some challenges to consider when using UBP
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